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F9CC245D Win95 Animated Gif Editor v1.2.5: GIFAnimation Editor v1 v1 (x86,x64) Update gismeteo autumn 2003 Purpose -

to increase the speed of displaying graphs. Added new columns to reflect the current weather. The method of filling the chart
with months has been changed. By default, the graph is created based on the current grid. Optimized work with two SIM cards.
A timer has been set for the end of applications. Graphical driver editor for MS-DOS and Windows. Improvements made for

Gdemini, GTK+, Cairo, Mathcad, OpenCL, vi, Verilog, ASSL, Analysis, Coherence, Sorenson, Delphi, C++, ACE, Porrini, D#.
Due to errors and unstable operation, the following files have been edited: cron - scheduler file, tCron - scheduler schedule, ls -

process list. Changed the output format of functions. If everything worked out for you, but the graphics do not appear in the
task manager, and the icons disappear after the computer is restarted, then you need to go to the task manager and disable any

process associated with the graphics. The process that you disable will be disabled and will automatically start when you start the
graphical editor or in multi-user mode. If the disconnected process was associated with a graphical editor, then you will need to
reconnect to the graphical editor through the registry. Setting up a new window in XUL is very similar to what was implemented
in MS-Windows for graphic editors: the "Tab" and "PgUp/PgDn" keys change the view of the picture. By analogy, you can also
change the color, transparency and size of the window. You can change the composition of the window, add borders and divide
it into several parts by changing (disabling) the font settings and the graphical environment settings. The theme font is selected
in the window properties, the "Close" or "F12" buttons allow you to close the window, select a different color or size option. To

open the window, you must click on "Home"
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